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HAIL THE ALL-CONQUERING EUROVISION CHAMP! 

sick in his false nc. 
>’s the saxophone player, is , 
e 30 and is besotted with ornithology! (i.e. likes 

>king at sparrows.) Like... Jeny Fehily! Who's the 
drummer from Cork, is a mere 23 and used to play in 
a group called the Lee Tremblers! Er... and, urn, 
when Bono of U2 spotted “Fiachna” spoovling in a 
club to a James Brown tune he piped "Jeepers! If that 
man can sing as well as he can dance Fm going to 
make him a star!” The goon!! And... eerm, “Fiachna" 
and Liam used to be in a busking band called The 

Dublin Street Entertainer Of The Year Award"!! And 
they had funny Irish names too! Like Garabaldi 
Benziru and (yes, that's enough "funny" Irish names 
thank you - Ed) 

"JSSffi 





SERIOUSLY GOOD SOUND FROM A TRULY PORTABLE PORTABLE. 
The new Sharp WQ-T484E. One of the 

famous Back-to-Backtwin range of portables. 

With stunningly powerful 70 watts (PMPO) 

sound, because the unique back-to-back twin 
tape mechanism allows more room for bigger, 

more powerful speakers and amplifiers. 
The Back-to-Back twin also ensures 

more accurate tape to tape recording, 

because the same motor drives both tapes. 

4-band graphic equaliser for perfectly 
tailored sound. APSS (auto programme 

search system) to find your favourite track 

quickly and easily. 4-band stereo radio. 
Compatible with CD. 

Also from the 

Sharp Back-to-Back ^ 



twin range: the WQCD15E, with the added 

dimension of CD in a superbly styled 

portable. 

Or the great sound of the high fashion 
QT-F40, in a choice of red, green or yellow. 

Or the QT-F10, 80s quality, style and 

sound. 
Or for personal stereo, the JC-F3. 

Fashion for your ears in vivid colours — 

white, red, yellow, blue or green. 
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Pet Sho°pVBoys favc 
cate Phil Collins' group (anag) 
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Little love in a Madonna hit (anag 4,2,4) 

— Wild Child” (Iggy Pop) 
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» Eel like Dee C (anag) 
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I Dee Jay on that “Holiday Rap” 
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THE CHRISTIANS 

HOOVERVILLE (And they Promised us the World) 
The New Single ■ Available on T' & 12" • 12" Includes Limited Edition Free Poster 

12TH LEICESTER POLYTECHNIC 
13TH • GUILDFORD UNIVERSITY 
15TH • NOTTINGHAM ROCK CITY 
16TH BIRMINGHAM POWERHOUSE 
17TH ■ EDINBURGH QUEENS HALL 

19TH GLASGOW QMU 
20TH NEWCASTLE UNIVERSITY 
21 ST REDCAR BOWL 
23RD LEEDS POLYTECHNIC 
24TH LIVERPOOL ROYAL COURT 

25TH • MANCHESTER INTERNATIONAL II 
26TH • NORWICH UEA 
28TH BRISTOL STUDIO 
29TH • LONDON TOWN & COUNTRY 
30TH ■ DUNSTABLE QUEENSWAY HALL 









Reproduc^^pa-i^ission Copyright* Control 
On Epic Records 

Hold Me Now 
Johnny Logan 

MIRAGE 



Chrysalis 



DAY-IN DAY-OUT 

i Day-In Day-Out 

2. Loving The Alien 

3. Day-In Day-Out 

Extended dance version 





George Michael’s new single, “I Want Your Sex”, has been banned by the radio. 
His new video has been banned by the TV. And George himself seems to have spent 
the last few months getting horribly drunk and dressing up in frightwigs. What on 
earth is going on?. . . 
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Put yourtrusUn me 

ssr,hey,o,dyou 
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cur ;osity 

7" AND 12" SINGLE 

CAT 4 CATX4 



sivro 
M'OS 
LIVE 

DOUBLE ALBUM (SMDL1) IN LIMITED EDITION 
FOIL EMBOSSED GATEFOLD SLEEVE WITH 16-PAGE BOOKLET 

LIMITED EDITION TWIN CASSETTE PACKAGE (SMDC 1) 

SPECIALLY-PRICED DOUBLE CD (CDSM 1) WITH 16-PAGE BOOKLET 



The Smash I 
And Lookin’ 
• What makes people go 
wibbly over this man? What is it 
that gives him such incwedible 
style? What is it that makes him 
so very famous? What indeed, 
pop clots? Why, it’s because 
Migi from Curiosity Killed The 
Cat wears the Smash Hits 
“Likin’ The Way You Look And 
Looking’ The Way You Like” 
t-shirt! Conclusive proof if it 
were needed that this wondrous 
garment can transform any 
average ne’er-do-well into a 
fabulously attractive celebrity! 
Special features include: 

Brilliant design! 
• The “message” (hem 
hem) “Likin’ The Way 
You Look And Lookin’ 
The Way You Like” 
emblazoned across the 
back! 
• A riot of colours! 
• Printed back and 
front! 
• Top quality material! 
• Arm holes on both 
sides! 

XXXL size (i.e. very 
big indeed)! 
• Special offer price 
£4.50! 

To get your t-shirt just follow 
these instructions: 
• Find the cut out’n’keep 
coupon from the last issue of 
Smash Hits. 
• Cut out the coupon below. 
• Put both coupons in an 
envelope along with a 
cheque or postal order made 
out to Smash Hits T-shirt 
Offer for £4.50. 
• Send the whole shebang 
to Smash Hits T-Shirt Offer, 
14 Holkham Rd, Orton 
Southgate, Peterborough 
PE2 OUF. 
• Wait 28 days. 
• Hey presto! 

What to do if you haven’t 
got the coupon in the last 
issue of Smash Hits: 
Don’t despair! If you've been scatterbrained 
enough to forget to buy the last issue you can 
still get the Smash Hits t-shirt. Just send a 
cheque or postal order for £4.99 (made out to 
Smash Hits T-shirt Offer) to the address 
opposite. 
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A sharp stereo can sound 
pretty dull if you get a build up of 
earwax. Don't turn the volume!up. 
Turn to Earex instead, it helps clear 
unwanted earwax. No problem, 
it won't show and it could save 
the discomfort of syringing. When 
earwax leaves you hard of hearing, 
Earex will upgrade your stereo for 
around El. 

Clearer ears for sharper hearing 

BILLY 
IDOL 

SWEET 



EVEN SUPERHEROES HAVE TO START 

SOMEWHERE. 

AND, GIVEN THE CHOICE, IT'S A FAIR 

BET THAT MOST WOULD JUMP ON A 

SCALED DOWN KAWASAKI SUPERBIKE. 

BY LAW, OF COURSE, ALL LEARNER 

LEGAL BIKES ARE LIMITED TO 12BHP, BUT 

DON'T LET THAT FOOL YOU INTO THINKING 

THAT THEY ARE ALL BASICALLY THE SAME. 

THERE'S SOMETHING ABOUT THE 

WAY KAWASAKIS DELIVER POWER THAT 

MAKES THEM A LAW UNTO THEMSELVES. 

TAKE, FOR EXAMPLE, THE AR125. 

A BIKE THAT IS, BY ALL STANDARDS, A 

FULL-BLOODED RACER. 

MODELLED ON THE WORLD BEATING 

GPZ900R, STYLED WITH AN UNCOM¬ 

PROMISING ATTENTION TO DETAIL AND 

EQUIPPED WITH A FULL FAIRING. 

A TRUE CROWD STOPPER. 

OR, ALTERNATIVELY, THERE'S THE 

KMX 125 BELOW. 

IF YOU WANT A BIKE THAT PERFORMS 

EQUALLY WELL ON OR OFF ROAD, THEN 

THE KMX125 IS SPOT ON. 

DESIGNED WITH ADVENTURE IN 

MIND AND BUILT WITH THE POWER TO 

CONQUER MOUNTAINS, IT IS, WITHOUT 

DOUBT, THE MOST COMPLETE 125 TRAIL 

BIKE AROUND. 

THERE'LL BE NO STOPPING YOU. 

TO MAKE SURE YOU'RE FULLY EQUIP¬ 

PED FOR THE ROAD, ALL LEARNER LEGAL 

KAWASAKIS COME WITH FREE TRAINING 

UP TO BRONZE STANDARD AT YOUR LOCAL 

'STAR RIDER'CENTRE. 

THE AR125 OR THE KMX125? 

WHICHEVER BIKE YOU CHOOSEJHE 

JUDGE WOULD APPROVE. 

FOR FURTHER DETAILS AND A FULL 

COLOUR BROCHURE SHOWING THE COM¬ 

PLETE 1987 KAWASAKI RANGE, SEND 

YOUR NAME AND ADDRESS TO: KAWASAKI 

MOTORS (UK) LTD. DEPARTMENT FE3, 

FREEPOST, SLOUGH SL1 6BR. 

I-C Kawasaki- 

EAT you R HEART 
OUT JUDGE DREDD. 

KAWASAKI? 







CUITURE CLUB nWhy does Culture Club’s drummer Jon Moss 
not want to think about his old pal Boy 
George? Is it because their last few months 
together were so “flipping yeeuch”? Or is it 
just that Jon is too busy working with his 
hew group Heartbeat UK? 
William Shaw “investigates”. . . 



IS THE ACT THING ONMYMIND” 



• • 

When smokey 
sings 
...THE 

BRAND NEW SINGLE 
FROM THE GROUP... 

RTfl i THIS IS 
MARTIN 

FRY THAT IS ► 
MARK WHITE_ 

RELEASE FORMATS... 

12 ON SEVEN INCHES 

NEUTRON RECORDS 7 
TWELVE INCHES 

VIA PHONOGRAM 

\ FLIPSIDE : CHICAGO * NT111 / NTX111 

LUXURY : ROMANCE : & THE BIG BEATI 



• SWING OUT SISTER • 



SMASH HITS 



7" 8 JUMPMIX12" VS 972'VS 97212 @ 





S£*\cu5' E 5S5vi ALLEN 
She’s soaring up the charts 

with “Serious” 
She polishes her toes (?) 

She has a v. large wardrobe 

and spends lots 

of money on clothes 

“So why are you 
wearing a 

baco-foil top?” 

demands 

Sylvia Patterson 

Hey boy you got me so delirious 
Why don’t you stop playing games 

stasssa 





SONY 





Full what? Fulmin? Oh, full 
namei I'm sorry. Melanie Susan 
Appleby. I think Susan’s quite a nice 
name - my mum thought it up for me! 
Why doesn't Kim have a midale name? 
Ain t she? Well, she can't have one 
then! (?) People only call me Melanie if 
they’re angry with me. Otherwise we're 
just plain Mel and Kim! 
Born: 11 /7/66 in East London - the 
heart of the East End. People say we’re 
typical East End girls and we do have 
Cockney accents so I suppose we are! 
I don't care - as long as I can walk, 
talk, speak I don’t really mind ha haah! 

Hampsteac 
) you live now? I n 

that's sort of cottage-looking. (?) Very 
pretty. I just live there on my own - no 
time to get lonely, I’m too busy. I 
sometimes invite my family round and 
cook 'em a nice dinner - the usual 
lamb roast on a Sunday, y'know - 
greens and all that. Don't I feel sorry 
tor the lambs? Well, I do, but that's 
life innlt ha haaah! 
Which one of you was the swottiest 
at school? The sauciest? The rrtiest? Oh, that was Kim, she. . . 

swottiest. What’s that? Er. . . we 
were both quite sensible I suppose but 
I wasn't really that wrapped up in 
school -1 liked Art and English. 
History bored me completely because it 
wasn’t true. Er, well, it was true but it 
wasn’t the kind of history that I was 
interested in. They were teaching us 
about Vikings ana cavemen - we all 
know how cavemen came about - but I 
wanted to know about Egypt and the 
Egyptians and more real life, y'know? 
Not about people being clubbed. I 
never set the school on fire or anything 
but I did skive a bit - not so much 
they'd notice though, just enough. 
Did you ever pinch each other's 
records? Oh, all the time! I'd say “give 
me that record and I’ll do you a tape" 
and a week later it'd be “remember 
that record I borrowed you" ha 
haaaah! It was all that Motown stuff we 
loved then - singing along to it in the 
house an’ all that. Even now we've got 
the very same taste in music. 
Did you ever pinch each other’s 
boyfriends? Oh no never-1 haven’t 
ever done that. We always have our 
own ha haaah! That would be very 
wicked. We've never been like that 
really - when we go out we go out to 
enjoy ourselves, not look for geezersI 
We’ve never been in that situation and 
I don't think we ever will ha haaah! I 

HH 

MM 
don't have a boyfriend at the moment 
I'm too busy -1 wouldn’t be able to fi 
him in ha haaah! I’m not just going tc 
pick up any old guy - I’ve got too 
much of a career to think of to be 
bothered with blokes! 

Kim's a 
.'know? I don't wear,.., 
clothes, not Oh dear me, no, I must 
look nice at all times! I’m not one for 
looking like Dynasty walking through 
the door, y’know-just nice jeans, a 
nice sweater and a pair of pumps. I’ve 
got quite a few suits that I like - tuxedc 
suits with nice long jackets and baggy 
trousers. Do they cost a million 
pounds? Not a million, but a bit ha 
haah! They're not the kind of thing 
your average schoolgirl could go out 
and get 'cos she’s a schoolgirl, 

never*!I don't think many people go 
round hitting people with a fish. I've hi! 
her with my fist I suppose - but I’ve 
never harmed her. We're not vultures, 
y’know, we’re not scavengers! When 
we was kids we’d have our arguments 
but we certainly didn't pick up knives 
and forks and start stabbing each other 
or anything ha haah! We used to play 
Monopoly! That was our favourite - 
we'd always head for Bond Street 'cos 
that was the dearest one on the board. 
Mayfair’s the dearest? Oh, is it!? It 

cheat or anything either - we're not 
very good liars. 
Why are you so thin? I’ve always been 

never thought I’d gain a figure - never 
thought I'd get a waistline but as time 
went by. . . er, I blossomed! I don't 
go out and eat McDonald’s every day 
or anything because I actually do like 
vegetables, a nice salad. I don’t like 
parsnips much but I love brussels and 
cauliflower and I hate spinach - it's 
vile, the most disgusting taste and all 

would you most like to tap-da 

me that I really • 
" of C 

-,ju 
top of a _ _ 
wouldn't want a picnic wuu emiei ui 
them ha haaah! (??) I think I'd rather 
stay at home and watch telly, really. 
Did you know that the world’s bigges 
spider had a leg span of 10 inches?!! 
Really? Wow that’s frightening! I’ 

on my pillow I’d have to get my mum 
round to shift it. Oh God, oh noooo! 
Tell us about your tattoos? I haven’t 

any reason to have one done at all. 
Have you ever been sick in your hat? 
What a silly question! How can you be 
sick in a hat? I prefer to do it down thi 
toilet, it’s cleaner. I'm hardly ever sick 
anyway, it’s not like I’m an alcoholic 
that's sick all over the place or 
anything! Unless someone gives me 

FILE 

trt and Sports and I 
s the fastest runner 

at primary s 

Born: 28/8/61 in East London, where 
I've always lived. People like to think 
that East End people are mad but 
they’re nbt really. We're all people and 
I think when we all die we're all going 
the same way whether we talk better or 

big deal. Cockneys aren't stupid - far 
from it. (??) 
Where do you live? In North London - 
I’ve moved. It's a little flat where I live 
with my daughter and my boyfriend. 
My daughter’s eight now - she’s from 
a previous relationship which ended 
mutually and I've no regrets. Her 
name's Shanna and she's a lovely kid - 
very bright, very sensible - my pride 
and joy definitely. 
Which one of you was the swottiest 
at school? What d’you mean? Well, 
we went to different schools so you’d 
have to ask Melanie about that one. I 
think / was a bit of a swot at school - 
my parents were very proud of me. 
was very good at Art a—1— 
liked English, h 

won a little trophy for it-' 
beaming with pride. 
Did you ever pinch each other’s 
records? Oh no - we’ve always shared 
things.^We’d just buy one record and 

deal, y'know. There’d be a bit of an 
argument if the record was scratched 
but I think that's to be expected! 
Melanie did use to steal my clothes, 
though. She'd suddenly appear in 
something I didn’t know she had on 
that was mine - so I'd just say “get 
that off. Immediately." We never had 
any punch-ups though because we’re 
too sensible for that. We love each 
other, y’know. We are sisters. 
Did you ever pinch each other’s 
boyfriends? No. I’m five years older 
than Mel anyway so our boyfriends 
would always be different. If she did 
that I wouldn’t consider her to be a 
sister anyway. 
Have you always dressed up in the 
same clothes? Not really, no, We have 
our own styles. I like trousers a lot - 
Melanie’s more into skirts and stuff. I 
would say she's, clothes-wise, more 
feminine than me. Mainly you'll find 
me in jeans - I'm not a big-spender-1 
spend sensibly and only if I have to. I 
don't really follow fashion -1 wear 
what suits me and what I like. I don't 
think I’ve ever worn anything horrible. 

. I used to wear massive platform 
is when they were in fashion. How 
walk? I didn'tI And I'm very tall 
is and thav shot me up six feet 

. .er, formidable, 
del with a fish? 
Are you serious? 

lave you ever hit I 
•orry? With a fish? 
la ha ha ha! What_,_I 
aid “yes”? Ha ha ha! I’d rather eat 
hem, actually. I throw things at her 
iow and again - whatever’0 

>o lethal, of 

my mum would 

Why are you so thin? I don't know! I 
didn't think I was that thin! Well, I 
suppose I’ve always been this thin and 
I eat loads. I love Italian and Chinese a 
lot - oooooh lovely. We do four or five 
hours dancing in the gym every day 
and that keeps you very fit I suppose! I 
love it though - I really love it. Don’t I 
mind sweating like a lunatic? Well, wi 

do sweat now and thi 

Sorry? I w< 
that! I have 
bit dangerous isr 
tap-dancing wh~ 
just didn't have_... 
at all. We’ve never had no formal 
dance training. I've met Curiosity 
jj|—..*'— Montreux - 

sn't it? I used to do 
' /as younger bu 

:el for it, no gc 

Ml 
involved so I'm not in the habit of 
swooning over men. 
Did you know that the world’s biggest 
spider had a leg span of ten 
inches?!! I think I did, yeah. Spiders 
aren't a very good subject for me 'cos 
I’m absolutely terrified of them - 
uuuuuuuh! I get them on the floor in 

being killed either. I gi 
pick up the spiders in 
really good with thi— 

e anyone killing 
nimal lover, oh, 
en though I don’t 
l't like them 
et my little girl to 
our house’. She’s 

_,.nature and animals because 
I brought her up to think that animals 
are lovely and everyone should love 
them. So I told her “Mummy's scared 
of them 'cos mummy’s silly and she’s 
stupid but really they can't hurt you” 
so she says “oh mummy - look at the 
spider! I'm going to put it outside on 
the wall" and she does just that. She 
has no fear. How would I cope in a 
tropical country? Well, we’ve just 
come back from a tropical country and 
it was lovely - a holiday for Easter, 
breath-taking. Er. . . it was just a 
tropical country and I'm not going to 

TelUis about your tattoos? I haven't 
got any! I'd love to tell you about them 
but I haven't got any. 

sick in your hat? Have you ever been sick in your hat? 
Aghhuuch ahhooghgrgh (chokes). Oh, 
honestly'. That's a diabolical question! 

younger - and 
well, I have sic 
occasion'. I'm i 



Mr. Michael Smith, 

The British Broadcasting Corporation’s 

Resident Popular Music ‘Disc Jockey’ 

PRESENTS FOR YOUR ENJOYMENT 

THE ( V0/) MUSIC STATION 
\r® "y on the telephone. 

N°1 SINGLE.0898 12 13 ox 

N° 2 SINGLE.0898 12 13 02 

N° 3 SINGLE.089812 13 03 

N° 4 SINGLE.0898 12 13 04 

N° 5 SINGLE.0898 12 13 05 

TOP 10 RUNDOWN.. .0898 12 1311 

TOP 20 CLIMBERS . .0898 12 1312 

CHARTBUSTERS ...0898 12 1313 

The fastest movers in the Hit Parade! 

CHATBACK.0898 12 13 15 

\jyto- LINE.0898 12 tz t6 

★ 

today straight into your living room. 

Happy Listening! LfVEWiRE 
Purveyors of Fine Popular Music- 

; 38p per minute peak and : ' rate, and 25p pe 



So sentle...so controllable...so easy to use! 

Forthat natural 'suivlightened' look 
Sun-In is the easiest controllable 
hair lishtener you’ve ever used. 
Mdu can lighten your hair gradually 
and stop when you reach the 
precise shade you want. 
Built-in conditioners ensure your 
hair stays looking superb. 
Get Sun-In. For all shades of 
mid-brown to blonde hair. 
At your chemist. 
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OPEN AN ON LINE 
ACCOUNT AND YOU GET: 

• Statement 

• Address/ 
Telephone 
Book 

• Year Planner 
• Roller Ball 

Pen 
• Information 

Booklet 
• Matching 

Wallet 
Incorporating: 
Continuous 
memory 
calculator 

• On Line 
Magazine 
with lots of 
features and 
terrific offers 

AND IF YOU'RE 
FOURTEEN OR 

OVER AND HAVE 
AT LEAST £25 IN 
YOUR ACCOUNT, 
YOU CAN APPLY 
FOR YOUR OWN 

ON LINE 
SERVICECARD 

SffWl^TT„SAN° 

FILL IN THIS COUPON AND GET A 

WEST 

Offer available to applicants in the 
UK only and closes 31st July 1987. 



WEST 
in concert at 

HAMMERSMITH 

ODEON 
4th 

JULY 
™8SSi 

SPECIAL 
OFFER FOR 

-1CS» 



CONCERT 

“It’s three years since 
Duran last toured and 
lot of frenzy has been 
saved up. . .Scream! 
Scrrrreeeeaaam!!!!” 

i 
“Gone is the porkster of 

V yore; tonight Simon is 
K trim and athletic, which J 
r he proves by ripping off 
I practically all his 
r clothes.” 

\ 





Echo & The Bunnymen 

7" & 12" 



TEASER 

MeL&KIM 
STAR INTERVIEW 0898 500159 
DURAN DURAN INTERVIEW __ 
CAMEO INTERVIEW _ 

0898 500153 
0898 500157 

_ 0898 500151 

SWING OUT SISTER INTERVIEW 0898 500155 
Phil Swem's Music Box Quiz_0898 500150 

BEASTIE BOYS INTERVIEW_ 0898 500 154 

WUSICBOX CHART RUKDOWK_ 0898 500 161 
AH-HA INTERVIEW_ 0898 500 156 

All INTERVIEWS BY SIMON PUTTER RING 1 
iif In conjunction with |^|^| 
- 
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JOHN FARNHAM] 
The Most 

Famous Plumber | 
inAystrMliMH 

Yes! The man who sings “You’re The Voice” is 
also a “dab” “hand” at clearing out that 
troublesome cistern. And he tells crap jokes to 
William Shaw as well ... 

precise millisecond a 17- 
l ^year-old apprentice 

living under the dripping sinks of commentator Whispering Ted 
Australia completely unaware of Lowe, and the whole thing just 
the fact that 
months he would release a 
novelty record called “Sadie The 
Cleaning Lady” which would 

plumber), “my first record was 
released in November 1967 and 
that’s 20 years ago now. (Spotters 

' \ badge for John! - Ed). It became 
9 ' a number one in Australia within 

three weeks and up until four and 
a half years ago it was still the 

e glue. Now every time 
_asks me why I called my 
LP that I have to tell that bloody 

pinching the towels in the first 
six months of my career. I still 

they put me in a posh one,1 ' 









Whatever summer throws at you 
rely on Aller*eze 
'summer cold' symptoms result from breathing in tiny airborne particles (usually pollen) that cause an 
allergic reaction. And now is the peak time for grass pollens - the most irritating pollens of all. 

Itchy, watery eyes, runny nose, sneezing 

Hayfever affects different people in different ways. Many endure the discomfort of streaming' 
hayfever. That's itchy, watery eyes, runny nose and sneezing. However, many people suffer the extra 
misery of congested' hayfever which is caused by a build up of catarrh and painful nasal congestion. 

Avoid pollen risks whenever possible. But no matter when you get hayfever, you'll be relieved to 

Fast acting, long-lasting allergy relief 





ECHO AND THE B 
• THEY'RE BACK! 

ALLED "THE GAME"! 
R (EXCEPT HE'S THE OLD ONE)!! 
G NEW PAIR OF BOXER SHORTS!!! 

• WITH A NEW SINGLE C 
• WITH ANEW DRUMME 
• AND WITH A SPANKIN 
• CHRIS HEATH IS "PUZZLED". 

I 



UNNYMEN 







What are Curiosity Killed The Cat, Boy George, Whitn 
other pop stars doing in a little town in Switzerland? ‘ Imagine if more than 60 top pop acts 

suddenly dropped in to a middle sized town 
somewhere. Imagine if for one week the 
place was riddled with about 170 or more 
pop stars on the loose. Imagine also if they 

brought all their managers, publicists, make-up 
artists, costume people and all the other 
assorted types with them. Imagine, then, some 
500 journalists and photographers swarming 
down on the place. At every street corner and 
hotel lobby, imagine hundreds of film and radio 
crews. Imagine too the BBC and a couple of 
other European TV companies trying to film all 
the aforementioned acts miming to their hit 
songs for a show that will eventually go out to 
some five hundred million people around the 
universe. Imagine the complete muddle everyone 
will get into trying to make it all work. This, then, 
is the Montreux Pop Festival - if not Europe’s 
biggest pop event, then definitely its oddest. 

The festival events were, of course, to be 
somewhat eclipsed by the Beastie Boys furore 
(see pages 74-75), but for the moment let us cast 
our glance over some of the other goings on. . . 

THE STAR STUDDED 
CAST!!! 
From Monday, when the first 
stars arrive, to the following 
weekend when the last ones 
leave, Montreux is awash with 
ruddy pop stars, A-ha, the 
Beastie Boys, The Blow 
Monkeys, Boy George, the 
Communards, Depeche 
Mode, Duran Duran, Level 42, 
Run DMC, Whitney 
Houston.. .and dozens more 
of the blighters are here. 

Some, like Duran Duran, 
are here simply to do the TV 
show and be off as quickly as 
-‘Me: John, Simon and 

;k (sporting hi: 
sached haircro 

separately on Wednesday 
evening and after a brief 
"hullo” nip straight up to their 
hotel rooms. Unlike most of 

to regard Montreux as one big 
social event, Duran keep 
themselves to themselves 
during their short stopover, 
much to the disappointment of 
Spandau’s Gary Kemp who 
the day before had been 
expressing a hope that maybe 
Duran, Spandau and the 
Beastie Boys could all have 
what he termed {ahem) a 
“drinking competition". 

“Duran used to be big 
drinkers when Andy Taylor 
was around," he recalls 

was just left to me and Andy. 
Those were the days.” 

But Duran have obviously 
changed their habits 
somewhat: instead of 
indulging in the usual 
celebration after their 
Montreux TV appearance they 
simply slip upstairs back to 

i their rooms. Pah! 
As for A-ha: last year had 

been a nightmare for them. 
They'd been hounded all over 
the place by the “press”. This 
year however the 
“news”papers seem to be 
ignoring them, so they have a 
more relaxed time. They 
arrive late on the Wednesday 
night, scoff a meal in the 
empty restaurant of the hotel 
where they’re staying, then go 
to bed. The next day consists 
of unveiling their new single, 
“The Living Daylights”, which 
leaves them the Friday 
morning to be tourists and 
have a quick look round an 
old castle on the shores of 
Lake Geneva. Ver Spands too 
were here last year - they're 
seasoned regulars at these 
huge European festivals - but, 
they still think Montreux is the 
most fun: Montreux, deems 
Gary Kemp wisely is really 
“just an excuse for lots of 

□ 

swing out sister 

★ "What are Swing Out Sister 
doing in Montreux?" 
Corinne Drewery is sitting at 

a table, gazing up at some rather 
pretty snow-topped Alps. “It’s still 
puzzling me, actually. I was quite 
pleased to come to Switzerland 
because I d like to have a look at 
the place, but I don't really know 
what the Montreux Pop Festival is. 
I've heard of it but I've never seen 
it before. But then I remember 
saying exactly the same thing ^ 

probably where the TV companies 
try and pretend they know lots of 
bands - other than that I couldn’t 
really say. But I'm the boring one of 
the group. I go to bed early and 
never drink a lot and 11-“1— 

fact - looks very, very confused 
indeed: "I didn't get up this 
morning,” he apologises. 
“Apparently I went to bed at half 

te Hyatt bs 
__jngitaway __ 

Hadley was nice; he bought_ 
drink. I don't feel very well," he 
adds by way of explanation. 

Ah me. Such are the dreadful 
rock and roll temptations of 
Montreux. 

“This is Martin,” says Corinne a: 
Martin approaches her table 
looking quite as ill as Andy. “He's 

continues blithely. “They look just 
like Christmas trees. I think,” she 
suggests brightly to the boys, "we 
should go and eat a fondue {gooey 
Swiss cheese dish).'' 

Martin's reaction is predictably 
unenthusiastic. “I think I'd probably 
be ill if I had a fondue." 

So, what will you be doing when 
-*-from this and back to you get away 

Britain then? 
“We’ll be going to the doctor’s,” 

returns Martin blearily. 
Oh dear. 



POP FESTIVAL 
y Houston, Beastie Boys, A-ha and three squillion 
Some with me and find out,” bleats William Shaw . . . 







THE BEASTIE BOYS IN MONTREUX 

• According to the “news”papers, the 
Beastie Boys arrived in Montreux, swore 

at a group of sick children, threw a bottle at 
Run DMC, turned a car over, and left a “trail of 
destruction” wherever they went. Or did they? 
Chris Heath finds out what really happened. . . 

London Capital Radio DJ broke their single on 
air. Mike Smith gave a little early morning 
speech about how ghastly they were. The 
Beastie Boys' British record company started to 
receive death threats. Some of the other 
"news”papers did bother to print denials of the 
story but went on dreaming up all manner of 
other Beastie Boys antics (as listed and 
commented on by Ad-Rock opposite). It was 
reported - incorrectly as it turned out - that the 
Home Secretary was on the verge of banning 
them from Britain. 



AD-ROCK ANSWERS BACK! 

WHAT THEY DIDN’T DO: ■ WHAT THEY DID DO: 

DS wear at some dying children 
from the Dreams Come True 

Foundation, using the words "who cares 
about a bunch of cripples anyway?” and 
“go away you fuckin’ cripples”. “That’s the 
craziest thing I’ve ever heard. Afriend of 
ours is paralysed from the neck down and 
for someone to say we’d do that is the most 
crazy thing. It's an obvious lie. Obviously 
someone’s out to get us for some reason -1 
don’t know what for. If anything I feel 
empathy and sympathy for people like that 
and I wouldn’t do anything but go out of my 
way to be kind. They've got it in their minds 
that we re these raving lunatics. It’s crazy.” 

wouldn’t say that a five hour drinking spree 
wasoutofthequestion-at/easffive hours 
- but what's the ‘trail of destruction’? If it 
means having fun with each other, pushing 

i each other round and having a good time 
then, yes, we did that. If it means beating up 
crippled children then that’s crazy." 

□ Cause a photographer to cut 
his face with a glass and break a 

camera lens at their press conference. 
| “That’s the first I’ve heard of that. We’re 
■ supposed to have hurled a glass 
! (sarcastically). Of course. Look at us. Do 

we really look like menacing people? 
Someone must have stayed up all night 
thinking upthese ridiculous stories. Our 
manager Russell says we should use them 
in a movie.” 

a Throw a broken bottle at one of 
Run DMC. “ WhatT Run DMC are 

possibly our oldest friends in the world. 
I Yauch (MCA) and Jay did have a little 

argument - about a girl back in New York 
I who they're both, er, friends with - but no 

one smashed a glass or a bottle or 
anything. That’scrazy.” 
B Send a youngster crashing to 

the floor. “Definitely, definitely not. I 
didn’t see that many youngsters there. I 
wish I had. In Montreux it was mainly a 
bunch of stuffy old arseholes. I don't know 
where they get stories like this. It just makes 
me sad that they actually get into print and 
people believe them. It's depressing. We're 

| out to have fun - not to hurt anybody. We’ve 
seen plenty of people get hurt in our lives 
and we wouldn’t wish that on anybody." 

O Leave children in tears after 
signing autographs. “People 

don't understand what it was like. There 
were kids waiting outside the hotel and 
when our van would draw up they’d get all 
excited and when the doors would open 
they’d look in and walk away. Most of them 
didn’t even know who we were. ” 

nHurl rolls at photographers at 
their press conference. 

“We did this press conference and when we 
went into the room the photographers 
literallybroke open the doors and pushed a 
table over with plates and cups on. So we 
were just playing around with them - we 
threw a couple of pieces of bread and they 
threw them back. It was fun; likeafood 
fight, playful. I hit a guy in the face with a 
piece of ham.” □ Hurl food at party guests. 

“I wouldn’t put it past us to do that at all 
- we do it all the time. I can’t remember a 
specific time but I can remember about 150 
times! But I wouldn’t intentionally hurt 
anybody and I would never throw a glass at 
somebody. I’dthrowachickenleg ...” 

Q Overturn a car. 
“Well, we didn’t quite turn it over. We 

were about to and then we decided not to. 
We thought how would you feel if you were 
with a girl you’ve met in a bar and you’re all 
slick and you say ‘come back to my place’ 
and suddenly there’s your car and it's 
turned over. We thought that if we did it 
would creep back to us one day in one of 
ourlivessowedidn’t.” 



CARL HAD NINE FINGERS TO SPARE AFTER 

HE DISCOVERED ONE-TOUCH RECORDING. 

PHILIPS 



WEDNESDAY JUNE 17 

SMASH HITS 
...on sale June 17!! 

Jim Kerr 
The Simple Minds singer meets a 
nosy journalist. 

News at 5.45 

6.00 
Pet Shop Boys 
Episode 63: Neil and Chris turn up 
on the video set and are 
devastated by what they find. 

6.35 
Crossroads 
Mrs Tardebigge loses a hairpin in 
the leisure centre; Adam is sick in 
his moustache. 

7.00 

Andy Bell rummages through his 
pervy wardrobe. Gloria Hunniford 
is sick in her cardigan. 

1&SHTV 
3.00 
Take The High Road 
Uncle Jock finds a pair of 
tweezers in his bagpipes; Fergus 
is sick in a match box. An 
ordinary tale of quite 
extraordinary people. 

3.30 
Sons And Daughters 
The search is on for Irene's 
toaster; Barney is sick in his 

3.25 
Curiosity Killed The Cat 
This week, Ben, Migi, Ju and Nick 



I Hallo, chums! Did you 
manage to make that super 

•pencil box we showed you 
last week? Jolly good. Well, 
today we're going to be 
showing you just what it's 
like being a top pop gossip - 
columnist, aren't we Mark? 
We certainly are, Janet! 
Come on Caron! Come on 

Here's an interesting pop 
item I prepared earlier and 

ny Logan Irish 

rverybody that 
o be an MP ai 

operating 
Mindwarp 

Muttering* 
to stop." The clot!... And 
now for something not very 
nice about Chutney. Chutney 

Mark. It's jolly interesting 
Janet. And here it is: did you 
know that Bruce .Springsteen, 
who is one ol Ihe richest 
people in the world, has only 
just got his lirst credit card? 
Really, Mark? Yes, Janet. It's 
an American Express card as 
advertised on TV by Roger 
Daltrey Aid talking ol 
Roger Daltrey, we'll be telling 

out ot paper clips and an 
empty Sqezy bottle a little 
later in the programme, won't 
we Janet? We certainly will, 
Mark..But lirst we're being 
joined in the studio by a very 

Hallo Mark! Hallo Caron! 
Hallo Bonnie! Hallo Willow! 
So, Mutterings, what is it like 
being a real lile pop 
columnist? It's jolly super, 
actually. Janet! What you do 
is you write down lots ot 
jolly interesting stories about 
pop stars and, er, that's 
about it. Would you like me 
to show you how? Yes 
please, Mutterings, that 

Beastie Boy! George leapt 
this conclusion alter listem 
to two new tracks Andrew 
has "laid" down in L.A. 
(man) and he (George that 

.... , _ pop. So 
"Wild"er demanded that the 
bemused Shaw buy him lots 
gjfjr' - Shaw bought the 

northwards to Hu. 
The Housemartins are 
talking about that veritable 
Bible of truth and accuracy 
The Sun. According to that 

now tor something not very 
nice in general i.e. Mandy 
Smith. Can it be true that 
the so-called starlet and tot 
perv attraction is Doing to t 
"singing" on Curiosity 
Killed The Cat’s next 
single? Grooo... And now 

books'Cutt 

_ke The Theme From 
The Archers." The perv! 
(Andrew, that' ' ‘-J-~ 

in a gentleman’s lavatory. 
Then they scampered about 
pinching members ol top 
singing group Bananarama 
on the bottom. And then they 
punched t-“— 
William 

unfunny jokes about because 
she's got quite big bosoms 
only then they started making 

jokes about Dolly 

i Donna 
Allen has a pet snake called 
Trouser (haw not very haw at 
all)... What A Wag 4: Dame 
David Bowie top 
chameleon, has been 
inlorming the globe lhal “I 

card. ’Tis muttered that ver “Boss'"s group were completely fed ui 
with him never having any money when they went out for a meal an 

someone else had to pay the bill. . . 

wouldn't you 
__I certainly would. 
Mark! Golly! Thanks very 
much indeed, Janet! Thanks 
Bonnie! Thanks Willow! 
Thanks (Surnnnnnn- 
nnnnnnnnnipppp! - fit) 



Rainbow from Lorus • A quartz watch with interchangeable 
links and bezels in six colours • Available in three colour 
combinations from all good watch retailers The watch 
you can change whenever you choose M I I Cl 

And still see some change from £20 /A 
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